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Benefits

The Lepide Data Security Platform gives 

organizations the ability to monitor and review 

access rights across key platforms in an easy, 

scalable way. Protect your data and meet 

compliance by ensuring the right people have 

access to sensitive data. 

Enforce Zero Trust

Ensure that your sensitive data is only accessed 

by those users that have a legitimate business 

reason to do so. 

Protect What Matters

Determine where your most sensitive data is, 

who has access to it and what your users are 

doing with it to ensure data protection.

Spot Excessive Permissions 

Spot those users that have excessive permissions 

to your most sensitive data and take the steps 

required to revert to the principle of least 

privilege. 



Key Features

Daily Activity Summaries

Get a consolidated view of the interactions and 

user behavior around your most sensitive data. 

You can also see permissions changes such as 

Security Group modifications, Mailbox Permission 

Changes and file/folder permission changes. . 

Critical Real Time Alerts

Dashboards are updated in real time, 

summarizing risk as and when it occurs. This 

means you can configure contextual alerts based 

upon what poses the biggest threat around your 

data and the critical systems governing access to 

the data.  

Spot Unwanted Access Attempts

With visual representations of both failed logons 

and failed access attempts to your systems and 

data you are able to quickly determine whether 

users are trying to access data that they do not 

have the privileges to. 

Easily Spot Excessive Permissions

Through a pre-defined report, you can spot cases 

of over-privileged users and groups that may lead 

to a higher chance of a data breach taking place. 

Mobile App

Live Feed of changes as they happen. Designed 

to work on any Apple or Android enabled device. 

Enables you to track changes on the go.

Start a Free Trial

www.lepide.com/start-free-trial.html

Schedule a Demo

www.lepide.com/demorequest.html

Contact Us

+1(0)-800-814-0578



The Lepide Data Security Platform

The Lepide Data Security Platform combines our data classification, data access 

governance, user behavior analytics and change auditing functionality into a single, 

powerful data protection solution. Using Lepide, you can improve data protection, meet 

compliance and detect/respond to threats in your environment. 


